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Abstract—In this study, a model predictive control (MPC) for nonholonomic vehicles with steering and travel range constraints is proposed and applied to the parking problem. We transformed the nonlinear dynamics into two linear subsystems using time-state control form (TSCF) where we suppress the computational effort of MPC with reduced order dynamics. Both steering and travel range constraints can be considered using 1st order approximation with enough accuracy. The parking problem for nonholonomic vehicles needs a switching movement where the switching point is automatically optimized. The performance of the proposed method is verified through actual vehicle experiments on the parking problem in narrow garage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic control of vehicles has been studied intensively in these years, in order to achieve high efficiency as well as advanced safety. When front steering vehicles run at low speed, so that the side slip angles of tires are negligible, they can be regarded as a kind of nonholonomic system, which cannot be stabilized by continuous control inputs and thus requires discontinuous input, or discontinuous coordinates transformation especially to use the techniques of linear feedback control. While there are several control methods for nonholonomic systems, time-state control form (TSCF) proposed by Sampei et.al. [1] is known as a useful technique for a kind of nonholonomic systems including front steering vehicles. TSCF transforms nonholonomic dynamics described as differential equations with respect to time into the two subsystems where one subsystem is a differential equation of special state, called time-state, with respect to the time, and the other is the differential equation with respect to the time-state instead of time. Although the original system is not a linearizable one, the transformed subsystem becomes a linearizable one; rich and effective design methods for linear systems can be applied. In addition, if TSCF is applied to front steering vehicles so that a position with monotonously increasing or decreasing is taken as a time-state, then the path tracking control is naturally realized. But in the past researches, at the best of our knowledge, physical constraints on steering angle or the width of the road have not been considered explicitly.

Model predictive control (MPC) is also a proven method applied to nonlinear systems for decades. MPC provides an optimal control input satisfying various kinds of constraints. The principal difficulty of MPC is that it is prone to require high computational load. In the last decade, significant advance of algorithms of MPC alleviates the computational load; they invite MPC to the application of mechanical systems with small time constants. For example, a sophisticated special custom solver for MPC [2], and an ingenious continuation algorithm along the time axis [3] has been proposed. Effort on simplification for embedded CPU was also reported [4]. For the vehicle control, MPC has been applied to various problems, including path-tracking control [5][6][7], obstacle avoidance control [8][9], optimal velocity control in path-tracking control [10]. In most cases, MPC is directly applied to nonlinear dynamics; there are concerns that whether the computed solution is optimal under the nonlinear constraints. In addition, the computational load may still large for real-time control in some kind of mechanical systems which requires fast response. To address these issues, for front steering vehicles, we utilized TSCF to divide the original system into reduced order two subsystems and linearized them using coordinates and input transformation [11]; we realized both high-speed computation and optimal control with constraints based on the framework of MPC.

In this paper, for front steering vehicles, we study a parking control with switchback motion. Since it is difficult to determine when and where to conduct the switchback motion, parking control requires skilled driving technique and becomes one of the difficult driving task in narrow road in urban area. There are a number of researches on parking control of vehicles with nonholonomic constraints. Some methods using vehicle model with two wheels is proposed [12][13], but these models are not front steering. For front steering vehicles, there are researches on garage parking control [14][15][16] and parallel parking control [17][18][19]. Motion planning based methods are the classical but promising method to realize parking control which has been evolutionally developed and advanced. However, in these methods, a constraint on steering angle of the vehicle has not been considered explicitly. Recently, a method based on navigation field is applied to parking assistant systems [20]. In addition, to cope with the variation of the environments and uncertainty of dynamics, autonomous feedback control methods [21][22] are proposed. In these studies, the critical problem of parking control is to determine the point of switchback motion, but in [21][22], the switchback point is predetermined; The vehicle is navigated to the point then a feedback regulator is applied to render the vehicle converge into the garage. To determine the switchback point automatically, in this study, we propose a model predictive control including switchback motion for vehicles. First, we apply TSCF to transform the nonlinear dynamics into two
subsystems comprised of a first order differential equation with respect to the time-state which increases or decreases monotonously as the time grows, and a vector first order system with respect to the time-state, then divide the dynamics into the forward motion (approach) and backward motion (parking). The performance index function is described as a sum of the cost functions of forward and backward motion when the switching point is included in the horizon. Since the switching point explicitly appears in the performance index function, we can optimize it through repetitive computation.

II. FRONT STEERING VEHICLES DESCRIBED BY TIME-STATE CONTROL FORM[1]

Figure 1 depicts the model of a front steering vehicle represented as a single-track model where both left and right wheels are brought together by neglecting the tire force difference of two wheels. Since we consider the parking control, in which the driving speed is low, we assume that the side-slip angles of the front and rear wheels are zero in this paper. The rear wheel position and orientation of the vehicle are represented as \((x, y, \theta)\) on \(X-Y\) coordinates. \(\delta\) is the steering angle of the front wheel, \(V\) is the velocity at the point of rear wheel, and \(L_b\) represents the wheelbase. \(y_r\) represents the reference path to be tracked by the point of rear tire of the vehicle. The kinematic equation of the vehicle is represented by the equation (1)(2)(3):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dx}{dt} &= V \cos(\theta) \\
\frac{dy}{dt} &= V \sin(\theta) \\
\frac{d\theta}{dt} &= \frac{V}{L_b} \tan(\delta) .
\end{align*}
\]

In order to realize the path-tracking control of the vehicle, we utilize the time-state control form, in which the dynamics is represented as a differential equation with respect to the state instead of time. We take \(x\) as a time-state by assuming that the reference path of the vehicle lies along the \(x\)-axis. Dividing (2) and (3) by (1), we get the following time-state control form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dy}{dx} &= \tan(\theta) \\
\frac{d\theta}{dx} &= \frac{1}{L_b \cos(\theta)} \tan(\delta) .
\end{align*}
\]

We introduce the nonlinear state transformation (6) and input transformation (7) and (8):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
z_1 \\
z_2 \\
z_3
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
\frac{dy}{dx} \\
y
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
\tan(\theta)
y
\end{bmatrix} \\
\mu_1 &= V \cos(\theta) \\
\mu_2 &= \frac{1}{L_b \cos^3(\theta)} \tan(\delta)
\]

It should be noted that this transformation is defined in the range \(-\pi/2 < \theta < \pi/2\). Applying (6)(7)(8), the nonlinear state space equation (1)(2)(3) is transformed into the two linear subsystems given by

\[
\frac{dz_1}{dt} = \mu_1 \\
\frac{dz_2}{dz_1} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} z_3 \\ z_2 \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} \mu_2
\]

where (9) is the differential equation of the time-state \(z_1\) with respect to the time \(t\), and (10) is the differential equation of other states with respect to the time-state \(z_1\). The actual steering angle \(\delta\) is computed using \(\theta\) and \(\mu_2\) by the following equation transformed from (8):

\[
\delta = \tan^{-1} \left( L_b \cos^3(\theta) \mu_2 \right) .
\]

Since the linearized time-state control form (10) is a double integrator system with respect to the time-state \(x\), it is straightforward to realize the path-tracking control if the desired path \(y_r\) is described as a function of the time-state. In fact, if we apply

\[
\mu_2 = \frac{d^2 y_r}{dz_1^2} - \kappa_2 (z_2 - \frac{dy_r}{dz_1}) - \kappa_1 (z_3 - y_r)
\]

with positive \(\kappa_1\) and \(\kappa_2\), then \(z_3 \to y_r\) as \(z_1 \to \infty\), which is achieved for positive \(\mu_1\) in (9). For \(z_1 \to -\infty\), \(\kappa_1 > 0\) and \(\kappa_2 < 0\) is used to ensure stability. In addition, (10) is tractable for model predictive control, because its linearity and reduction of order suppress the computational effort of the real-time model predictive control.

III. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL BASED ON TSCF[11]

A. Performance index and constraints

Model predictive control is a kind of feedback control technique in which an optimization problem from the current time till the finite time future is solved at every control step. Since the computational effort tends to be large, it is important to make the calculation simple. In this study, the dynamics of the front steering vehicle with three dimensional state is divided into two reduced order subsystems comprised of the first order dynamics (9) of \(z_1 = x\) with respect to time \(t\) and the second order dynamics (10) of the position \(y\) with
respect to the time-state $x$. In the parking control in this study, the vehicle usually moves slowly; we assume that the sign of $\dot{x}$ can be controlled arbitrarily by $\mu_1$. To control $z_3$ and $z_2$ using $\mu_2$, we apply the model predictive control in order to render the vehicle run through the optimal path while keeping the constraints on the steering limitation and passage width.

In what follows, we discuss the MPC to design $\mu_2$ for (10). Since (10) is the continuous and linear dynamics, it can be transformed into the following discretized model:

$$\begin{align*}
\zeta[k+1] &= \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \Delta \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \zeta[k] + \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\Delta^2}{2} \\ \Delta \end{bmatrix} \mu_2[k] \\
\text{(13)}
\end{align*}$$

where $\Delta$ is the step with respect to time-state $z_1 = x$. Note that $\Delta$ is positive for the forward motion and is negative for the backward motion. The performance index for path tracking control is defined by (14)(15)(16):

$$\begin{align*}
J_i(\zeta, \mu_2, z_1, H) &= \phi(\zeta[H]) + \sum_{k=0}^{H-1} L(\zeta[k], \mu_2[k], k) \\
\phi(\zeta[H]) &= \hat{\zeta}[H]^T Q_{\text{fin}} \hat{\zeta}[H] \\
L(\zeta[k], \mu_2[k], k) &= \tilde{\zeta}[k]^T Q \tilde{\zeta}[k] + R \mu_2[k]^2 \\
\text{(14)-(16)}
\end{align*}$$

where (15) is the terminal cost, (16) is the stage cost, and $H$ is the number of steps for which the performance index is evaluated. It is noted that $\Delta$ is distance of movement along $x$ instead of time. $\tilde{\zeta}$ is the deviation from the desired state $\zeta_r := y_r$ defined by (17):

$$\tilde{\zeta} = \zeta - \zeta_r(z_1).$$

In addition, the constraints on passage width is represented by (18), and steering limitation is given by (19):

$$\begin{align*}
z_3(z_1) &\leq z_3 \leq \tilde{z}_3(z_1) \\
\bar{\delta} &\leq \delta \leq \tilde{\delta} \\
\text{(18)-(19)}
\end{align*}$$

where $\bar{\delta}$ and $\tilde{\delta}$ are the lower and upper limitation of the steering angle. Similarly, $z_3$ and $\tilde{z}_3$ are the lower and upper bound of the passage width which varies according to the geometry of walls.

B. Linearization of constraints

To consider the steering constraint (19) for (11), let us define (20):

$$\Gamma(z_2, \mu_2) = L_b \cos^3(\tan^{-1}(\tilde{z}_2)) \mu_2.$$ 

Thus (19) is obtained from (11):

$$\tan(\bar{\delta}) \leq \Gamma(z_2, \mu_2) \leq \tan(\tilde{\delta}).$$

Since (20) is the nonlinear function of $z_2$, (21) becomes nonlinear constraints. In order to solve the optimization problem through the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) which we use in this paper, we introduce the first order Taylor series expansion of (21) at $z_2$ and $\mu_2$ for each $z_1$, as given by (22):

$$\begin{align*}
\dot{\Gamma}(z_2, \mu_2) &= \Gamma(\tilde{z}_2[k], \tilde{\mu}_2[k]) \\
&+ \frac{\partial \Gamma}{\partial z_2} (z_2 - \tilde{z}_2[k]) + \frac{\partial \Gamma}{\partial \mu_2} (\mu_2 - \tilde{\mu}_2[k]) \\
&= -3L_b \cos^3(\theta[k]) \sin(\theta[k]) \frac{\mu_2}{1 + \tilde{z}_2[k]^2} \\
\text{(22)}
\end{align*}$$

Since the dynamics of $z_2$ and $z_3$ represented by (13) is linear, we can apply SQP for model predictive control. We use CVXGEN [23] to generate a code which solves SQP for model predictive control at fast rate which can be implemented into embedded CPUs.

IV. MODEL PREDICTIVE PARKING CONTROL

A. Problem statement

In this study, a parking control problem involving back and forth motion is studied based on the application of model predictive control. The procedure of the parking control is comprised of the following three steps:

1) Approaching:
   The car moves forward to approach along the reference path.

2) Determining the switching point:
   The position and orientation are regulated to prepare that the car enters into the garage smoothly after the switching motion.

3) Driving into the garage:
   The car moves backward to go into the parking point with the specified altitude.

When the parking area is restricted, it is important to determine the switching point so that the car was driven into the narrow garage safely. Thus the model predictive control is a promising technique because it can include the future performance of the motion after switching and also the restriction of the range of movement. In this paper, we consider the parking problem of the course depicted in Fig.2. The lines $l_1$ through $l_4$ indicate the reference path only used as a guide of locomotion. The car approaches the garage along the reference path $l_1$. At the point $A$, the reference trajectory is switched into the curve line $l_2$ which is smoothly connected to $l_1$. Due to the limitation of the road width, $l_2$ curves at the other side of the road and smoothly connected to the line $l_3$ at the point $B$, which is parallel to the road. $l_4$ indicates the center line of the garage which is used at the backward motion to enter the garage. The point $G_{p}(x_{p}, y_{p})$...
is the goal point of parking motion. It should be noted that
the lines $l_1$ through $l_4$ are used simply as a guide, the actual
locomotion path is modified based on the model predictive
control.

**B. Algorithm of parking control**

In this section, we show the algorithm to determine the
switching point automatically by MPC. The index function
is described as a sum of the cost functions of forward and
backward motion when the switching point is included in
the horizon. Evaluating both forward and backward motion
can optimize the switching point to realize the automatic
switchback motion.

First, the horizon is divided into two sections, forward
motion and backward motion. We define $n$ as a number
of the sampling points at the backward motion to evaluate
the performance index in the discretized dynamics. The
performance index (14) is now represented as follows:

$$J_t(z, \mu_2, z_1, H) = \phi(z) + \sum_{k=0}^{H-n-1} L_+(z_k, \mu_2[k], k)
+ \sum_{k=H-n}^{H-1} L_-(z_k, \mu_2[k], k),$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

where $L_+$ and $L_-$ correspond to the stage cost (16) for
the dynamics (13) with positive $\Delta$ (forward movement) and
with negative $\Delta$ (backward movement), respectively. The
coordinates for $l_1$ through $l_3$ are $O_1$ and those for $l_4$ are $O_2$.
When the vehicle is approaching the garage without the
backward movement, then we set $n = 0$. We keep $n = 0$
to prevent the unnecessary computation of the performance
index $J_t$ when the vehicle moves along the road till it cuts
across in front of the garage, i.e. $x > x_p$, where $x_p$ is the $x$
position of parking. During each control step, we evaluate
the performance index $J_t$ of the motion with backward
movement for $n \rightarrow n+1$, which is defined as $J_{t+}$ hereafter.
The backward movement number $n$ is increased by 1 when
the performance index with the incremented $n, J_{t+}$, becomes
better than the not incremented one: $J_{t+} < J_t$. The inputs
use the computationally smaller result either $J_t$ or $J_{t+}$, and
compute alternately between $J_t$ and $J_{t+}$ every control cycle.

In this study, if the control cycle is rapid and vehicle
velocity is slow enough, variation of the state and the
index function are small. Thus, it is enough to execute the
optimized calculation at one-time only in every control step
by computing $J_t$ and $J_{t+}$ alternatively. If $J_t > J_{t+}$ in the turn
of calculation of $J_t$ or if $J_t < J_{t+}$ in the turn of calculation
of $J_{t+}$, the input is linearly-interpolated by the computation
result of previous control step. The linearly-interpolated input
is calculated by the state and input of previous sampling:

$$\mu_2 = \frac{\mu_2[1] - \mu_2[0]}{\Delta} (x - x[0]) + \mu_2[0]$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

where, $\Delta = z_1[1] - z_1[0]$, $z_1[1]$ is the $z_1$ position of $k = 1$,
$z_1[0]$ is the $z_1$ position of $k = 0$, $\mu_2[0]$ is the input of $k = 0$,
and $\mu_2[1]$ is the input of $k = 1$, respectively.

In addition to the change of dynamics at the switching
point, we use the local coordinates $O_1$ in forward movement
and use local coordinates $O_2$ in backward movement to
prevent the singularity of the transformation of (6). In our
past study [24], we used only local coordinates $O_1$ while
the switching point is included in the horizon, however, it
had a problem that the value of performance index varies
dramatically for the different backward step number $n$, because
different dynamics and coordinates $O_2$ is evaluated during the
backward movement. Thus it is preferred to avoid such dis-
continuous change of the performance index from the point
of view of the numerical optimization. To resolve this issue,
we use the same number of forward and backward steps to
compare the performance index $J_{t+}$ with $J_t$, by stretching the
each distance of the forward steps and shrinking that of the
backward steps to avoid discontinuous change of the value
of performance index in Fig.3 and Fig.4. The red and blue
arrows depict the positions during forward movement and
backward movement respectively in which their directions
mean the direction of movement.
C. Index of vehicle position to parking area\[25\]

Since the proposed method uses \( z_1 \)-axis instead of time-axis, the stage cost \( L_1, \text{ or } L_2 \) reflects the deviation from the reference path, but it is not sensitive to the time-state position \( z_1 \) of the vehicles. Thus the above algorithm has a problem in the case that the vehicle moves forward even if vehicle passed through the garage and leaves far away from parking area. To reinforce the attraction to the garage, we introduce the criteria to evaluate the distance between the parking area and \( z_1 \) position of each predicted states. The index of the vehicle position to the parking area is given by

\[
J_p = \sum_{k=0}^{H} (z_1[k] - x_p)^T Q_p (z_1[k] - x_p),
\]

(26)

where \( Q_p \) is the positive scalar representing the weight for each position.

D. Configurations of index function for parking control

In this paper, we use the index function of MPC for parking control comprised of \( J_t \) and \( J_p \), where \( J_t \) works to evaluate the tracking performance and \( J_p \) to attract the vehicle position to the parking area: The index function \( J \) is given by (27):

\[
J = J_t + J_p.
\]

(27)

We solve the optimization problem with the performance index (27) under the constraints (13), (18), and (23).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

A. Experimental system and condition

In the experiment of this paper, we use a 1/10 scale model car called RoboCar manufactured by ZMP Inc. which is equipped with laser range finder (LRF) available for localization and detection of obstacles. Figure 5 depicts the photograph of the experimental vehicle, and Table I shows its specification. RoboCar is the front wheel steering and rear-wheel drive vehicle; the velocity of motion is measured from the rotary encoders attached to the four wheels. The limitation of the front wheel steering is \( (\delta_x, \delta_y) = (30, -30) \) degrees; its wheelbase is \( L_b = 0.256 \) m. In this paper, the position and orientation of the vehicle are measured from the data of LRF, in which the sampling rate is 28 ms and resolution of the position is about 1 mm, and the angle is 0.36 degrees. The vehicle is equipped with the processor whose operation frequency is only 500 MHz. The processor is used to compute the proposed model predictive control and localization from the LRF data. The block diagram of the experimental system is depicted in Fig. 6. The position \( x, y \) and orientation \( \theta \) are measured from the LRF data [26] and the velocity data from the four rotary encoders by fusing together using the extended Kalman filter (EKF) to estimate the \( \dot{x}, \dot{y} \) and \( \theta \) [27]. MPC computes the velocity and wheel steering angle so that the optimal vehicle control is achieved. Table II shows the course parameters of the parking experiment, and Table III shows the experimental condition.

![Fig. 5. Experimental vehicle (RoboCar®1/10/ZMP RC-Z)](image)

B. Experimental result

In this section, we show the results of experiment comparing the proposed model predictive control method with TSCF
and a simple tracking feedback PI control with TSCF which uses the linear controller (12) with $\kappa_1 > 0$ and $\kappa_2 > 0$ at the forward movement and $\kappa_1 > 0$ and $\kappa_2 < 0$ at the backward movement, respectively.

Figure 7 depicts the calculation time used for optimization of MPC, where the computation is done within the control cycle 10 ms, which indicates that the proposed real time model predictive control is feasible even on the low speed CPU. Figure 8 depicts the value of the index function $J$ and $J_+$ and backward step number $n$. It indicates that the number of $n$ is increased by 1 from 0 to $H$, which shows that switching point is determined automatically. Figure 9 and Fig. 12 depict the path of proposed MPC and TSCF, and Fig. 11 and Fig. 14 depict their front wheel steering angle. The proposed method satisfies both the steering angle and the travel range constraints as depicted in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11, respectively. On the other hand, TSCF cannot satisfy the travel range constraint during the backward movement as depicted in Fig. 12. Additionally, the steering angle of TSCF hits the limitation of front steering angle when the reference trajectory changes $I_1$ to $I_2$. Since it is not straightforward to include the constraints like steering angle or travel range in TSCF, the saturation of the input due to the limitation of front wheel steering appears and the path tracking performance of TSCF was deteriorated. Figure 10 and Fig. 13 depict the time response of position and heading angle in MPC and TSCF. At $t = 30$ s, the states of the proposed method converged to the reference states, but the states of TSCF have the error between the states and reference states. Furthermore, the switching point of TSCF is the pre-designed parameter: if the switching point is changed, then the trajectory is varied. Figure 15 depicts the path of the proposed MPC and paths of TSCF in which switching point is changed to $x = 4.3$ m, $x = 4.5$ m, and $x = 4.8$ m. It indicates that the switching point is important parameter for TSCF to realize safety locomotion into the garage; but it is not trivial to optimize the switching point under the constraints. Thus the experiments show the advantage of the proposed method. Figure 16 and Fig. 17 depict the successful area for parking control in this study and our past study [24]. The successful area of parking control in this study is larger than the our past study, because the horizon length is adaptively adjusted to realize the smooth comparison of switching point.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, a model predictive parking control based on the time-state control form is proposed. MPC automatically computes the steering angle and determines the switching point so that the optimal path without collision with the wall is achieved. The experimental results show that the safety driving is achieved while keeping the range of movement and limitation of the steering angle. In addition, it shows that the real-time control is achieved at the computational time less than 10 ms.

In this paper, only single switching is considered in the proposed method by assuming that the backward step number $n$ is not decreasing. For the future work, it is interesting to consider the movement involving the multiple switching motions. In addition, we are planning to compare the computational effort of proposed method with the nonlinear model predictive control.
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